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Video. Testimony of South Carolina Nurse: The
Covid-19 Hospital Protocols He Was Following Were
“Killing His Patients”
A pulmonary nurse of 31 years testified before the South Carolina State
Legislature on “therapeutic options” for the alleged COVID-19.
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A  pulmonary  nurse  of  31  years  testified  before  the  South  Carolina  State  Legislature  on
“therapeutic options” for the alleged COVID-19. During his testimony, he explained that he
began to realize the protocols he was following were killing his patients not helping them.

Albert Spence gave moving testimony recently concerning his assistance in the killing of
patients that had been labeled as having COVID by just “doing what I was told.”

Ireland: Doctor’s Daughter Got The COVID Shot & Look At What Happened That’s
Being Ignored (Video)
Former FDA Commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb: “Nobody Knows” The Origins Of
The 6-Foot Social Distancing Rule – That May Not Be True (Video)
Doctor Pulls Back Curtain On Genetic BioWeapons Industry (Video)
Whoa! You’re Not Going To Believe What This Hidden Camera Caught From HHS
Medical Professionals Concerning The COVID Shot (Video)

Sound familiar? It should and Spence made reference to Auschwitz in his testimony.

Take a listen.

Spence said that in all his years of nursing, what he was told to do what went against most
of how he had been trained, but it was the medical system that wanted him to treat them
that way. However, once he began to see his patients dying, and that the CDC fraudulently
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changed the PCR tests dramatically, just like we reported that they would do to cover for the
shots, it frightened him and he had to speak out.

According to Spence’s testimony:

I lost sleep over it. I was having chest pain over it. It woke me up in the middle of the
night – hit me hard. I could not sleep.

Because my first  week or two there (COVID ward),  I  didn’t  lead them to the gate,  but
I’m the guy that euthanized people.

They call it “comfort care.” But when you get to the point where you can’t take (oxygen
mask)  off,  you  get  so  upset.  You  haven’t  seen  your  family  except  through  maybe  an
iPad, in weeks.

And you’re  never  going to  come off the high flow,  and the doctor  says:  “You’ve done
your best. But this is going to be it for you.”

And so the patients get all teary eyed and upset, and they call in the palliative team,
and they all hold their hands and cry.

But they said: “We can keep you comfortable.”

Here comes Albert (referring to himself). He’s got the morphine and ativan, and I load
them up and take off the high flow, and they gas themselves to death.

And I’m the guy who was pushing the buttons, like in the gas chambers at Auschwitz.

I’m glad he does realize now and repented. Many more doctors and nurses need to do the
same and we need to eliminate the CDC, the FDA and corrupt criminal politicians, along with
Big Pharma and begin proceedings in a new Nuremberg trial and not stop with convicting a
mere handful, but the entire lot of them.
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